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ABSTRACT

Method for automatically monitoring and verifying advertis
ing content during a campaign, delivered over a data network.
Accordingly, advertisers Submit a list of sites, on which the
advertising content should be placed according to desired
insertion order. Mapping crawlers visit these sites and locate
pages with advertisements that belong to required sections,
pages that do not belong to the required sections or pages with
high probability for incidents. A list of pages to visit per every
site is generated and autonomous or plug-in visual crawlers
are allowed to visit the list of pages, according to predeter
mined site visiting plan. A crawlers manager allocates the
pages between visual crawlers, for obtaining adequate inci
dent coverage and load on the visual crawlers. An incident
identifier compares the insertion orders with the delivery data
and whenever an insertion order and its corresponding deliv
ery data do not match, an incident report is generated.
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The advertiser Submits the list of sites On

which the advertising is to be placed, and the
list of sections per site if applicable, and they
are entered into the system through the USer
Interface.

The tracking pixel process is activated for
tracking actions in which the advertiser
places a tag (a JavaScript Code, for example)
which explores the page to find certain
parameters and then generates an image tag
(with the found parameters) representing a
p ixel on the page that is displayed

immediately after action are tracked,
y

The mapping Crawlers are instructed to visit
the sites and locate pages with advertisements
that belong to the required sections, additional
pages that do not belong to the required
sections, as Well as pages with high
probability for incidents. The mapping
Crawlers Create a list of pages to visit per
every site. Alternatively, this stage can be

done manually by a human
The visual CrawlerS are instructed to Visit the

list of pages of each site Created before. Some
of which are part of the sections that are
included in the advertiser's buy, and some of
which are part of Sections that are excluded
from the buy . The Crawlers are also instructed
how many times per day should each page be

visited and the start and end date of the
Campaign.
- YThe Visual Crawlers begin their Crawling
tasks, visiting numerous pages per day for the

duration of the campaign. The Crawlers
Various Crawlers to achieve adequate incident
manager allocates the pages between the

Coverage and load on the Crawlers
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Retrieve the html text from the Web-page
Analyze the text and meta-data in the Web-page,
withdut any hierarchical manipulation of the object
in the page

identify pages
that Contain
advertisements
identifying
ad server
signatures
in the pageby
ldentify the number of advertisements in the page

and the size of each ad

Identify the ad server key values and advertising
Categories that each page belongs to, for Creating
a map of site categories

For each ad server, identify the specific site id,
Which identifies the site in front of the ad Server.

This is recorded for later use in the process of
analyzing the TP data
Find pages that this page links to by analyzing the
links in the page, and
Determine the length of the page and detect if any
changes have been done to the page since
the last analysis
Analyze redirection of pages
Report and record any errors in the page

input user data if required by the site/page. User
input data may include but not imited to: user clicks,
login parameters, user information and any other
user related data

identify the ad servers route
dentify and create a map of sites belonging to ad

and ad servers,
identifyof sites.
and Create a map
ofnetworks
sites belonging
to a network
impresonation-using cookies, sessions (postige),

USer agent the Crawler can be identified as needed
by the Campaign (demographically, USer parameters

ets.)
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ldentify various media types
that are displayed on
the page

For each media type

Track down its landing page (click through
URL). This tracking may include Several
servers that the click goes through until it
reaches its final destination

Find its position on the page
Find its dimensions

(width x height)
Check if its html/JavaScript tag has Certain
signatures that define the media as an
Advertisement. Those signatures may be
derived from the ad Servers

Fig. 8
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AUTOMATED MONITORING AND
VERIFICATION OF INTERNET BASED
ADVERTISING
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. The present invention relates to a system and a
method for automatic monitoring and verification of adver
tising content, delivered over a data network the world-wide
web and other forms of Internet-based media (media that is
based on similar protocols as the Internet, generally referred
to as digital media). This includes but is not limited to desktop
internet, mobile phones and internet-protocol-based TV
(IPTV).
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002. When a company buys advertising space or time
from a media seller, it includes specific instructions in regards
to where, when and how this advertising should be delivered.
These instructions are compiled after extensive research
using various different tools, and, from the advertising buy
er's perspective, best reflects its advertising goals and repre
sents the optimal use of its advertising budget. The cost of the
advertising is also directly related to the type and extent of
campaign delivery instructions.
0003. These instructions may include the dates and time of
day in which the advertising is to be launched or delivered, the
number of times the advertisement should be delivered, the

type of audience it should be delivered to the location of the
advertising, the frequency in which it should be delivered and
other various rules, policies and conventions which the adver
tising should adhere to. The order which the advertiser places
with the media seller that contains these instructions and that

is accepted by the media seller is usually referred to as an
“Insertion Order (IO). An insertion order usually consists of
various placements with each placement representing a dif
ferent insertion. The Insertion Order represents the written
contract between the advertising buyer and the seller pertain
ing to this advertisement campaign.
0004. The advertising seller delivers the advertisements to
its website on the world-wide-web or other form of digital
media using a computer program usually referred to as an ad
server. Every web page that should display advertising con
tents has one or more ad server tags embedded within its code
(in the background). This ad server tag is a piece of code that
calls a remote advertising server that delivers the advertise
ments to the page. This ad tag sends information to the ad
server about the page and about the user accessing this page.
The ad server selects the appropriate ad to deliver from a large
bank of advertisements by matching the most appropriate
advertisement, based on the definitions of the insertion orders

and placements, with the corresponding user and page based
on the information passed to it by the website.
0005 Because of the complexities of the insertion orders,
the short timeframe usually available to set up the campaigns
and because of other technological challenges, the actual
delivery of the ads can frequently differ from the instructions
specified in the insertion order. These inconsistencies can cost
advertising buyers many millions of dollars of advertising
budget wastage.
0006 Another conventional way for monitoring is known
as “Tracking Pixel’ (TP a method for tracking actions,
according to which the advertiser places an image tag repre
senting a pixel on the page that is displayed immediately after

the action being tracked), which is an invisible point that can
be used to identify the origin website. However, this way is
very limited, since many inconsistencies (such as the location
of the ad within the web-page, simultaneously displaying
competitive advertisements on the same page, fraud display
of an ad, covered by another ad etc.) may not be identified.
Moreover, ads delivered within Inline Frames (IFrames
HTML documents embedded inside another HTML docu
ment on a website. The IFrame HTML element is often used

to insert content from another source, such as an advertise

ment, into a Web page), and even nested IFrames, because of
IFrames security definitions, do not disclose the URL of the
site the ad was delivered to, thus not allowing to identify the
visited URL from the conventional and standard data of the

Tracking pixel. Again, this causes advertisers to lose money.
0007 All the methods described above have not yet pro
vided satisfactory solutions to the problem of providing a
method and system for automatic monitoring and Verification
advertising content, delivered overa data network, Such as the
Internet.

0008. It is an object of the present invention to provide a
method and system for automatic monitoring and Verification
advertising content, delivered over a data network.
0009. It is another object of the present invention to pro
vide a method and system for automatically monitoring and
Verifying whether or not the advertising content optimally
complies with the advertising Insertion Order defined by the
advertiser.

0010. It is another object of the present invention to pro
vide a method and system for automatically monitoring and
verifying whether or not the advertisement represents more
optimal use of the advertising budget that corresponds to the
Insertion Order defined by the advertiser
0011. It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a method and system for automatically monitoring
and Verifying that the instructions specified in the insertion
order matches the advertisers intent.

0012. Other objects and advantages of the invention will
become apparent as the description proceeds.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0013 The present invention is directed to a method for
automatically monitoring and Verifying advertising content
during a campaign, delivered over a data network. Accord
ingly, one or more advertisers Submit, via a user interface, a
list (that may be generated manually or by the mapping crawl
ers) of sites or of sections per site, on which the advertising
content should be placed according to a desired insertion
order (the insertion order information may modified at any
time point). The tracking pixel process is activated for track
ing actions in which the advertiser places a tag (a JavaScript
code, for example) which explores the page to find certain
parameters and then generates an image tag (with the found
parameters) representing a pixel on the page that is displayed
immediately after actions are tracked. In addition, one or
more mapping crawlers are activated to visit these sites and
locate pages with advertisements that belong to required sec
tions, pages that do not belong to the required sections or
pages with high probability for incidents. A list of pages to
visit per every site (usually performed by a spider—i.e., by a
program that visits websites and reads their pages and other
information in order to create entries for a search engine
index) is generated and one or more (autonomous or Plug-in)
visual crawlers are allowed to visit the list of pages, according
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to a predetermined site visiting plan. A crawlers manager
allocates the pages between visual crawlers, for obtaining
required adequate incident coverage and load on the visual
crawlers. An incident identifier compares the insertion orders
with the delivery data and whenever an insertion order and its
corresponding delivery data do not match, an incident report
is generated.
0014 Some of the pages may be part of the sections that
are included in, or excluded from, the advertiser's buy. The
visiting plan may include information regarding how many
times per day should each page be visited and the start and end
date of the campaign.
0015 The modification of the insertion order may take
effect immediately, in a future date, or retroactively.
0016. The advertiser may access the user interface at any
point in time to view the incidents and update their status. The
site managers may access the user interface to view the inci
dents that are happening on their site.
0017 Advertisers may view reports about incidents that
are happening on their site, via the user interface.
0018 Preferably, the mapping crawlers are used to:
0019 a) retrieve the html text from the web-page:
0020 b) analyze the text and meta-data in the web-page,
without any hierarchical manipulation of the objects in the
page.

0021 c) identify pages that contain advertisements by
identifying ad server signatures in the page;
0022 d) identify the number of advertisements in the page
and the size of each ad;

0023 e) identify the ad server key values and advertising
categories that each page belongs to, for creating a map of
site categories;
0024 f) for each ad server, identify the specific site id,
which identifies the site in front of the ad server. This is

recorded for later use in the process of analyzing the TP
data.

0.025 g) find pages that this page links to by analyzing the
links in the page;
0026 h) determine the length of the page and detect if any
changes have been done to the page since the last analysis;
0027 i) analyze redirection of pages;
0028 j) report and record any errors in the page;
0029 k) input user data if required by the site/page. User
input data may include but not limited to: user clicks, login
parameters, user information and any other user related
data;

0030 l) identify the ad servers route:
0031 m) identify and create a map of sites belonging to ad
networks and ad servers.

0032 n) identify and create a map of sites belonging to a
network of sites;

0033 o) impersonation—using cookies, sessions (post/
get), user agent the crawler can be identified as needed by
the campaign (demographically, user parameters etc.).
0034 p) identify information regarding the advertise
ments in the page (location, size, type, advertisers website
address, creative location, creative asset etc.)
0035. The site map may include the number of times each
page is linked and parameters representing the weight of the
page.

0036 Preferably, the visual crawlers are used to:
0037 a) render a web-page graphically and generate a
hierarchical representation of the page based on the html
text of the page;

0038
0039
0040.
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046

b) identify interstitials
c) identify media types that are displayed;
For each media type:
d) track down its landing page;
e) find its position on the page:
f) find its dimensions;
g) identify the ad servers route
h) identify site redirection
i) check if its html/JavaScript tag has certain signa

tures that define the media as an advertisement;

0047 j) analyze the text and meta-data in the page to
classify the page, the site and the associated ads;
0048 k) input user data if required by the site/page. User
input data may include but not limited to: login parameters,
user information and any other user related data.
0049. The media types may include Images, Flash anima
tions, Streaming video or Text ads.
0050. The visual crawler may employ Session Crawling,
Cookie Crawling, Contextual Crawling or Classification
Crawling. The crawlers’ manager is used to:
0051 a) intermediate and arbitrate between the data
repository and the running crawlers; and
0.052 b) retrieve sites or pages that needed to be crawled
form the data repository and allocates them to different
crawlers.

0053 Advertisements may be any piece of media on the
page, including: image, flash animation, text, streaming
video.

0054 Preferably, advertisements or advertisers are recog
nized according to HTML tags (like image), Flash tags, Java
Script, or Iframe that contains other ads inside.
0055 Advertisements may be recognized by identifying
all of the tags on the page that correspond to an ad server's
signature and parsing the tag and extract information Such as
the URL of the creative file, the landing page, the type of ad,
the size of the ad and the advertising category.
0056 Incidents may be scored per incident type per page,
per incident type per page category, per site or per incident
type per site category.
0057 Scoring may be done also by aggregation of all
incident types.
0.058 Below the fold incident, ad clutter incident, ad fraud
incident, ad hijacking incident or inappropriate content inci
dent may be generated even without an IO.
0059. The present invention is also directed to data pro
cessing system for extracting predefined content from multi
media networks, operatively associated with multimedia con
tent, that comprises:
0060 a) at least one mediator server comprising:
0061 a.1) at least one web crawler operatively associ
ated with the mediator server;

0062 a.2) at least one visual content database opera
tively associated with the mediator server and compris
ing visual content associated with at least one advertiser,
wherein the mediator is arranged to receive instructions asso
ciated with an advertiser from the database and instruct at

least one crawler to apply a visual content extraction process
of predefined visual content over the multimedia network.
0063. The data processing system may also be used for
monitoring, Verifying and auditing of multimedia network
advertising, operatively associated with multimedia content.
In this case, the data processing system may comprise:
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0064 a) at least one mediator;
0065 b) at least one advertisement database operatively
associated with the mediator server and comprising visual
content associated with at least advertiser and corresponding
advertising campaigns and extracted visual content from the
multimedia network,

wherein the mediator is arranged to receive visual content
associated with an advertiser and corresponding advertising
campaigns from the database and apply a predefined moni
toring, verifying and auditing process of an advertising cam
paign over the multimedia network in view of visual content
placement on corresponding multimedia network;
and wherein the mediator is further arranged to provide a
Verification and monitoring report.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0066. The above and other characteristics and advantages
of the invention will be better understood through the follow
ing illustrative and non-limitative detailed description of pre
ferred embodiments thereof, with reference to the appended
drawings, wherein:
0067 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing the environ
ment of operation of the present invention;
0068 FIGS. 2-4 are schematic block diagrams of the data
processing system according to Some embodiments of the
invention; and

0069 FIGS. 5-9 are flowcharts showing the steps of the
method according to Some embodiments of the present inven
tion.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

0070. In the following detailed description, numerous spe
cific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough under
standing of the disclosure. However, it will be understood by
those skilled in the art that the teachings of the present dis
closure may be practiced without these specific details. In
other instances, well-known methods, procedures, compo
nents and circuits have not been described in detail so as not

to obscure the teachings of the present disclosure.
0071. The present invention, in embodiments thereof dis
closes a system and method that is used to automatically
monitor the actual delivery of the advertising campaign and to
verify that the actual delivery of the advertising is consistent
with the Insertion Order. Although the explanations and
examples in this document refer in particular to advertising on
the Internet, the same methods can be applied to other forms
of advertising on any data network and digital mediums. Such
as advertising on mobile devices, IP-based television and
broadcast media. The architecture of the system proposed by
the present invention is shown in FIG. 1.
0072 The system according to some embodiments of the
invention comprises of the following parts, as shown in
details in FIGS. 2-4.
DEFINITIONS

0073 Visual Crawler An automated computer program
(the visual crawler) that can visit any website and individual
web pages within the website and “render the page view a
web page in the same manner a human being will view the
web page. This program can also extract information on the
page being viewed such as the URL of the page and other data
and meta-data of the page, and can extract information

regarding the advertisements in the page Such as their loca
tion, size, type, advertisers website address, creative loca
tion, creative asset and any other information that can be
available through the page directly or indirectly, for example,
verifying that there are no delivered ads in un-decent sites or
sites that should not display the delivered ads. The program
may also emulate a person who has interest in a specific
Subject and measure the reaction time. This computer pro
gram can then save all this information into a central data
repository, Such as a database or a log file. This data will be
referred to as the delivery data since it describes the actual
way in which the advertisements were delivered. This com
puter program also saves a visual image of the web page
which can be used for Verification purposes.
0074 Mapping Crawler An automated computer pro
gram (the mapping crawler) that can visit any website and
individual web pages within it and extract and analyze the
data and meta-data in the page. Such as the URL of the page,
information regarding the advertisements in the page (loca
tion, size, type, advertisers website address, creative loca
tion, creative asset etc.) The mapping crawler may also emu
late a person who has interest in a specific Subject and
measure the reaction time. Then all this information is stored

in a central database or a log file. The mapping crawler can
perform the following tasks:
0075 look for signatures of ad servers in the page to
determine if this page contains advertisements;
0.076 determine the advertising categories of the page:
0.077 count the number of advertisements in the page
and their sizes to check if the page has higher probability
for certain types of incidents;
0078 find the URL address of all the web pages that this
page links to and the number of occurrences;
0079 measure the “length of the page to check if it has
higher probability for certain types of incidents; analyze
the data/text or meta-data in the page to look for certain
predefined keywords that can allow us to classify this
page.

0080 detect if any changes have been done to the page
since its last analysis.
I0081 Crawlers Manager—An automated computer pro
gram (the crawlers manager) that arbitrates between the data
repository that contains information regarding the pages that
need to be crawled and between various visual crawlers or

mapping crawlers. The crawlers manager assigns page crawl
ing tasks to each of the crawlers based on parameters such as
but not limited to the geographic location of each crawler,
number of pages to crawl, the sites that need to be crawled, the
type of operating systems and browsers that need to be simu
lated.

0082. User Interface—Auser interface that allows users to
enter Insertion Order information into the system, review and
manage incidents. Users are required to enter the agreed
terms of the advertising campaign (insertion orders and
placements) into the system, so that they can be compared to
the actual delivery.
I0083. This information includes the delivery terms agreed
with the media seller as described previously and will be
referred to as the terms and conditions. The incidents can later
be viewed and their status can be tracked.

I0084. Incident Identifier—An automated computer pro
gram (the Incident Identifier) that compares between the
actual delivery data that was collected by the crawler by the
tracking pixel, and from the panel and between the terms and
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conditions received from each advertiser, and identifies any
cases in which the actual delivery was different from what
was specified in the terms and conditions. In each case in
which delivery was found to be different, the Incident Iden
tifier would generate an incident report. There can be many
incident types, depending on the type of inconsistency that
occurred. When an incident report is generated, it may
include a timestamp, the address of the website and web page
on which the incident was identified and other relevant infor

mation pertaining to the page, as well as relevant information
pertaining to the terms and conditions of this particular place
ment. The incident report also includes an image of the adver
tiser's ad, along with an image of the webpage with the actual
incident as it occurred and as was recorded by the crawler as
a way to prove the occurrence of the incident.
0085 Reporting Interface—A reporting interface that
allows searching and viewing for incident reports as well as
Searching, Viewing and analyzing aggregated and Statistical
information on incidents.

0.086 Ad Server—An ad server is a web server that stores
advertisements used in online marketing and delivers them to
website visitors and uploading ads according to predeter
mined rules. Ad servers may count the number of clicks for an
adcampaign and generate reports. Whenevera reference to an
ad server is made, it is also referring to ad networks and ad
exchange services.
0087. Site—whenever a reference to a site is made, it is
also referring to site networks.
0088 Panel—a panel of users about whom there is already
information (e.g., demographic, Socioeconomic, geographic
background etc.). These users may have a crawler plug-in,
which is not adapted to crawl but rather to analyze the pages
that the users visit.

System Architecture
0089 FIG. 1 shows an architectural diagram of the various
parts of the invention. Some of the below servers may be
implemented as one single server.
0090 The following is a description of the monitoring and
Verification process:
0091. The advertiser submits the list of sites on which the
advertising is to be placed, and the list of sections per site if
applicable, and they are entered into the system through the
user interface.

0092. A queue generator creates a list of pages to visit by
the mapping crawlers and the visual crawlers. This queue
includes pages that are specified in the IO as well as pages
outside of the IO. The queue will also include pages to crawl
where incidents have already been detected either from the
crawler or from the tracking pixel as well as pages with high
probability for incidents. The queue could be ordered accord
ing to priorities of campaigns, sites and incidents related data.
0093. The mapping crawlers are instructed to visit the sites
and locate pages with advertisements that belong to the
required sections, additional pages that do not belong to the
required sections. Alternatively, this stage can be done manu
ally.
0094. The visual crawlers are instructed to visit the list of
pages of each site created in step 2, Some of which are part of
the sections that are included in the advertiser's buy, and some
of which are part of sections that are excluded from the buy.
The crawlers are also instructed how many times per day
should each page be visited and the start and end date of the
campaign.

0.095 The visual crawlers begin their crawling tasks, vis
iting numerous pages per day for the duration of the cam
paign. The crawlers’ manager allocates the pages between the
various crawlers to achieve required adequate incident cov
erage and load on the crawlers.
0096. The advertiser's insertion orders are entered into the
system through the user interface, detailing each individual
site placement. This step can be done at any time throughout
the monitoring and verification process. Data collected by the
tracking pixel process, by the panel, and by the crawlers is
combined to generate delivery data of the advertising content
to predetermined sites. On a periodical basis, the incident
identifier compares the insertion orders with the delivery data
and generates incidents as described earlier.
0097. At any point in time, the insertion order information
in the system may be modified. The modification could take
effect immediately, could be timed to take effect in a future
date, or could even take effect retroactively as of an historical
date. The incidents could then be regenerated accordingly.
0098. At any point in time, the advertiser may access the
user interface to view the incidents and update their status.
0099. An optional step is to allow the sites to access the
user interface to view the incidents that are happening on their
site.

0100. At any time, the reporting interface could be
accessed to view incidents and reports. The advertiser or its
representative can contact the individual websites to correct
the advertising delivery or request credit based on the inci
dents they have identified at any time, and Supply incident
reports as proof.
Mapping Crawler
0101 The mapping crawlers retrieve the html text from
the web page and analyze the text and meta-data in the page,
without any hierarchical manipulation of the objects in the
page.

0102 FIG. 7 shows a flow chart of a mapping crawler. The
mapping crawlers are used to do the following:
0103 Identify pages that contain advertisements by iden
tifying ad server signatures in the page.
0104. Use the identification of pages that contain adver
tisements by identifying ad server signatures in the page to
identify the number of advertisements in the page and the size
of each ad.

0105. Use the identification of pages that contain adver
tisements by identifying ad server signatures in the page to
identify the ad server key values and advertising categories
that each page belongs to, so that a map of site categories can
later be created.

0106 Find pages that this page links to by analyzing the
links in the page.
0107 By using the found pages that the page containing
advertisement links to, a site map can be created with the
number of times each page is linked along with other param
eters representing the weight of the page. Based on this
weight, the pages to be crawled can later be selected.
0108) Determine the length of the page and detect if any
changes have been done to the page since last analyzing it.
The Visual Crawler

0109 Visual crawling is a more complex method of crawl
ing that renders the page graphically and generates a hierar
chical representation of the page based on the html text of the
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page (similar to the web browsers). The visual crawler's
operation is similar to a human visiting the page.
0110. These visual crawlers are used to:
0111 identify various media types that are displayed on
the page such as:
0112 images (jpg, gif, etc.);
0113 flash animations:
0114 streaming video:
0115 text ads.
0116 For each media type, it can:
0117 track down its landing page (click through URL).
This tracking may include several servers that the click goes
through until it reaches its final destination
0118 find its position on the page
0119 find its dimensions (width:xheight)
0120 check if its html/JavaScript tag has certain signa
tures that define the media as an advertisement. Those signa
tures may be derived from the ad servers.
0121 The crawlers can identify all of the tags on the page
that correspond to an ad server's signature. The tag is parsed
and information such as the URL of the creative file, the

landing page, the type of ad, the size of thead, the advertising
category and more parameters are extracted. This way, each
tag identified by a crawler (mapping or visual) can be
mapped, in order to identify the website from which this
particular tag has been viewed.

Visual Crawling Methods
0122) The visual crawler can employ various methods:
0123 Session Crawling a session is a unique ID that a
visitor receives when the user visits a web site for the first

time. This session ID follows the visitor through its visits on
the web site pages until the user leaves the web site to another
or closes the browser. Some advertising techniques are based
on sessions, for example a Surround session in which a user is
served ads of the same advertiser through the user's entire
session on the site, or a registered user login. In Session
crawling, the visual crawler simulates a user's session and
tracks the delivery of advertisements within the session.
0.124 Cookie Crawling a cookie is a unique ID that a
web site can save on the visitors computer and read it from the
visitor's computer each time the visitors visits the site. Some
advertising techniques are based on cookies, for example a
registered user which has demographic data saved in its
cookie and which is used for targeting, or behavioral targeting
in which ads are served to the user based on sites and pages
that the user visited in the past. In cookie crawling, the visual
crawler simulates cookies and tracks the delivery of adver
tisements based on the cookies.

0.125 Contextual Crawling in this method, the crawler
identifies the context of the page. This is used for contextual
targeting, in which ads are served based on the context of the
text in the page.
Classification Crawler

0126 Classification crawlers are similar to the mapping
crawler. They retrieve the HTML text from the web page and
analyze the text and meta-data in the page. The difference is
in the analysis itself. The crawlers use different analysis tech
niques to analyze the web page and determine its different
classifications.

The Crawlers Manager
I0127. The Crawlers manager server intermediates and
arbitrates between the data repository and the various crawl
ers running all over the world. The crawlers manager knows
the location and status of each of the crawlers, and by know
ing the availability of each crawler and the crawling require
ments, it decides how to distribute the crawling tasks.
I0128 FIG. 8 shows the crawler manager common opera
tions flow chart:

I0129. The crawlers manager is responsible for the follow
ing:
0.130 Retrieves sites/pages that needed to be crawled
form the data repository and allocates them to the vari
ous crawlers. Each crawling demand can include:
0131 The URL address of the page to be crawled
0.132. When the crawling should be done
0.133 Geographical location of the crawl
0.134. How many times to visit the page by same person
(cookies is one optional implementation).
0.135 What browser/computer/screen size to simulate
0.136 And more characteristics
0.137 Updates the data repository with the page/site that
were crawled and the crawl location

0.138. Insert crawler crawling results into the data
repository
Crawler Implementations
0.139. There are several methods in which the crawlers can
be implemented, two of which are described below:
0140 Autonomous crawler—this crawler is an inde
pendent computer program. It is usually installed on
dedicated crawling servers.
0.141 Plug-in crawler this crawler is implemented as
an add-in or plug-in to various browsers such as Internet
Explorer, Firefox, Opera, etc. This crawler works within
the browser application and usually installed on many
client computers such as in an audience panel and
enables more distributive crawling. This can also be
achieved by embedding an html/JavaScript tag on the
web page itself, either directly embedded in the page or
indirectly served to the page through a third party com
puter program Such as an ad server.
Advertisement and Advertiser Recognition
0.142 Advertisements are text/images/flash/video or other
form of media that promote an advertiser's product. Very
commonly, clicking on the advertisement will lead to a page
with more information on the product that usually resides on
the advertiser's website. This page is usually referred to as the
landing page of the ad or click through URL. These adver
tisements are displayed on web pages, usually alongside the
website's content.

0.143 Advertisements can be any piece of media on the
page like: image, flash animation, text, streaming video and
each day there a new ways to show ads on web pages as the
technology grows and changes.
014.4 FIG. 9 shows advertisement/advertiser recognition
flow chart. The advertisements can be in the web page in
many different ways. Some of those ways are:
0145 Html tags (like image)
014.6 Flash tags
0147 JavaScript
0.148 IFrame that contains other ads inside
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0149 Currently, most ads are served through commercial
ad serving systems or ad networks such as DoubleClick,
Google, Atlas, RightMedia and others, and some sites have
their own internal ad serving systems. Those are all com
monly referred to as ad servers.
0150 Advertisement recognition can be implemented in
various methods, one proposed method is:
0151 1. Each ad server has a unique signature of thead tag
it uses for the different ads it serves, as well as a set of

parameters that are included in the signature and that vary
from ad serving system to another.
0152 2. Identify all of the tags on the page that correspond
to an ad server's signature (can be achieved on mass scale
through a crawler as described above but through other meth
ods as well).
0153. 3. Parse the tag and extract information such as the
URL of the creative file, the landing page, the type of ad, the
size of the ad, the advertising category and more.
0154 Each site need to be identified by the ad server. This
is commonly achieved by sending a parameter (id) to the ad
server. The mapping process proposed by the present inven
tion associates between each id and the viewed site. For

example, if a particular site 'A' is identified as site id 13 by ad
server 1 and as site id 41 by ad server 2, etc, each time the
tracking pixel identifies site id 13 that is served by ad server 1
or site id 41 that is served by ad server 2, it is known that site
A has been viewed.

O155 Sometimes the identification of the sites to the ad
server is done by specifying in a certain parameter the actual
name of the site. This data is delivered by the tracking pixel
and then extracted to produce the origin URL. This technique
allows to extract and translate the URL, even if it is within
IFrame or nested IFrames. It also allows to trace back the

route of ad servers the ad has passed thus identifying who
delivered the ad to an inappropriate or undesired site.
Incidents Generation

0156 An incident is any deviation, non-compliance or
inconsistency between the terms and conditions of the inser
tion order and between the actual ad delivery. Incidents gen
eration is done by analyzing the data retrieved from the crawl
ers (the delivery data) and the tracking pixel, and comparing
it to the terms and conditions. When a mismatch is found

between the definitions of the placements in the insertion
orders (terms and conditions) and the actual delivery of the
advertisements then an incident is created. Every incident can
have a level of severance based on the extent of this incident

happening and other configurable parameters
0157. The incident types are based on contractual agree
ments between the advertiser and the sites. Here are some

examples of incidents types that can be generated based on
certain contractual agreements:
0158 Below the fold incident: this incident occurs
when the advertisement is shown below the fold of the

page (so the user needs to scroll in order to see it). And
the campaign doesn't allow below the fold advertise
ments shown. According to the method proposed by the
present invention, this type of incident may be generated
even without any information about an IO.
0159 Competitive Collision: this incident occurs when
the advertisement is shown with another advertisement

of a competing advertiser on the same page. The com
petitor definition can come from the campaign definition
or from a list of competitors for different advertisers.

0.160 Frequency incident: this incident occurs when the
advertisement (for a specific advertiser) is shown too
many times for a single repeat visitor within a specified
timeframe. This frequency is defined in the campaign.
0.161 Multiple Ads: this incident occurs when the
advertisement (for a specific advertiser) is shown with
another advertisement of the same advertiser on the

page, and it was not allowed by the campaign defini
tions.

0162 Missing Geo Targeting: this incident occurs when
the advertisement (for a specific advertiser) is shown to
visitors located outside of a specified geographic region
when the campaign didn't allow advertisements shown
outside of that region.
0.163 Missing Targeting: this incident occurs when the
advertisement is shown to visitors which are not in the

target audience of visitors defined in the campaign.
Some examples of this can include (but are not limited
to) contextual targeting, behavioral targeting retarget
ing, demographic targeting and user-data targeting.
0.164 Placement not found: this incident occurs when
the advertisement (for a specific advertiser) isn't shown
on pages or sections that it was Supposed to be seen as
defined by the campaign, or when it doesn't start on time
or ends before its time.

0.165 Sponsorship not enforced: this incident occurs
when an advertisement is bought with a certain share of
Voice (meaning an ad is sold to appear once every certain
number of visits to a page or a section, regardless of the
number of visits), but in practice receives a different
share of voice.

0166 Wrong ad/creative this incident occurs when an
ad is served using the wrong creative (wrong picture/flash
etc.) Long loading time—
0.167 Day time—this incident occurs when an advertise
ment is not served in the required time of day
(0168 Out of channel—this incident occurs when an
advertisement is served in the wrong channel (section of a site
that is specifically targeted by the advertiser, e.g., finance
section of a site)
0169. Wrong dates—this incident occurs when an adver
tisement is not served in the required dates
(0170 Ad clutter—this incident occurs when an advertise
ment is served in a page that contains a large number of ads
(ad clutter). According to the method proposed by the present
invention, this type of incident may be generated even without
any information about an IO.
(0171 Ad fraud this incident occurs when an advertise
ment is served together with other ads, but only one of theads
is actually displayed. According to the method proposed by
the present invention, this type of incident may be generated
even without any information about an IO.
0172 Adhijacking this incident occurs when an adver
tisement is served to a site which then directs thead to another

site, however, identifies itself as the first site. In this situation

the ad server registers the first site as the delivered site, while
the actual site the ad has been delivered to is the latter site.

According to the method proposed by the present invention,
this type of incident may be generated even without any
information about an IO.

0173 Inappropriate content—this incident occurs when
an ad is delivered on sites that contain inappropriate content.
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0.174. According to the method proposed by the present
invention, this type of incident may be generated even without
any information about an IO.
0175 Out of inclusion sites—this incident occurs when an
ad is delivered on sites that are not in the included sites list

specified in the campaign IO.
0176 Excluded sites—this incident occurs when an ad is
delivered on sites that are in the excluded sites list specified in
the campaign JO.
Incidents Scoring
0177 Scoring is a way for a campaign manager/adver
tiser/site to know how well the advertisements are doing on
the defined in the insertion order comparing the real results as
opposed to the definitions in the campaign. The scoring is a
number between 0 and 100.0 is the lowest score possible and
100 is the best score possible (no incidents were generated).
0.178 Basic scoring can be done:
0179 Per incident type per page.
0180 Per incident type per page category.
0181 Per site
0182 Per incident type per site category.
0183 More complex scoring can be done on aggregation
of all incident types:
(0.184 Per page
0185. Per page category
0186 Per site
(0187 Per site category
0188 Each incident type is scored individually so the cam
paign managers can have an idea of how well their insertion
order is progressing. The scoring algorithm has to take into
consideration the amount of incidents occurred and the num
ber of advertisements found.

0189 One simple possible scoring algorithm is as follows:
Divide of the amount of incidents that occurred by the total
number of advertisements found. A total incident scoring is
one score for all of the incident types, giving a total score for
the incidents (as described above). There are several algo
rithms to calculate incident scoring depending on how severe
each incident type is against all other incident types.
0190. Some examples of total scoring algorithms are:
0191 Pick the worst three incident types and score them
like: (A*4+B*2+C)/7 where A is the worst score and C
is the third worst score.

0.192 Set priority for each incident type and calculate
the median based on this priority multiplied by the inci
dent type score.
Incidents Reporting
0193 Incidents can be grouped by the different grouping
options and given a score according to them.
0194 The reports can be grouped by those grouping, and
filtered by different parameters like:
(0195 Site
(0196. Page Category
(0197) Date

(0198 Incident type
0199 There are several kind of reports that can be created
on incidents, some of them are:

0200 Tearsheets reports—tearsheets are screen shots of
pages with ads that adhere with the IO. After the incident

generator processes a page and identifies no incidents, this
page is reported as a tearsheet, as a proof of ad delivery
process.

0201 Summary reports—summarizes the incidents by
the given filters and groupings. Then showing a score for
each incident type or total incident type scores.
0202 Progress Reports—summarizes the incidents by
the given filters and groupings. Then show a score for
each incident type or total incident type scores per day
and show a progress of the scores through the insertions
order life

0203. According to some embodiments of the invention,
the system can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry,
or in computer hardware, firmware, Software, or in combina
tions of them. Apparatus of the invention can be implemented
in a computer or in a cellular phone program (software)
product tangibly embodied in an information carrier, e.g., in
a machine-readable storage device or in a propagated signal,
for execution by a programmable processor, and method
steps of the invention can be performed by a programmable
processor executing a program of instructions to perform
functions of the invention by operating on input data and
generating output.
0204 The invention can be implemented advantageously
in one or more computer programs (software) that are execut
able on a programmable system including at least one pro
grammable processor coupled to receive data and instructions
from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a data storage
system, at least one input device, and at least one output
device. A computer program is a set of instructions that can be
used, directly or indirectly, in a computer to perform (soft
ware) a certain activity or bring about a certain result. A
computer program (software) can be written in any form of
programming language, (any kind of Software that may be
available in the future) including compiled or interpreted
languages, and it can be deployed in any form, including as a
stand-alone program or as a module, component, Subroutine,
or other unit Suitable for use in a computing environment.
0205 Suitable processors for the execution of a program
of instructions include, by way of example, both general and
special purpose microprocessors, and the Sole processor or
one of multiple processors of any kind of computer. Gener
ally, a processor will receive instructions and data from a
read-only memory or a random access memory or both. The
essential elements of a computer area processor for executing
instructions and one or more memories for storing instruc
tions and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be
operatively coupled to communicate with, one or more mass
storage devices for storing data files; Such devices include
magnetic disks, such as internal hard disks and removable
disks; magneto-optical disks; and optical disks. Storage
devices Suitable for tangibly embodying computer program
instructions and data include all forms of non-volatile

memory, including by way of example semiconductor
memory devices, such as EPROM, EEPROM, and flash
memory devices; magnetic disks Such as internal hard disks
and removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM
and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be
Supplemented by, or incorporated in, ASICs (application
specific integrated circuits).
0206 To provide for interaction with a user, the invention
can be implemented on a computer having a display device
such as a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal
display) monitor for displaying information to the user and a
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keyboard and a pointing device Such as a mouse or a trackball
by which the user can provide input to the computer or cell
phone keyboard, joystick or any other relevant device.
0207. The invention can be implemented in a computer
system that includes a back-end component, such as a data
server, or that includes a middleware component, such as an
application server or an Internet server, or that includes a
front-end component, Such as a client computer or cellphone
having a graphical user interface or an Internet browser, or
any other useful software application, or any combination of
them. The components of the system can be connected by any
form or medium of digital data communication such as a
communication network. Examples of communication net
works include, e.g., a LAN, a WAN, and the computers and
networks forming the Internet and wireless network as well.
0208. The computer system can include multimedia cli
ents and servers. A client and server are generally remote
from each other and typically interact through a network,
such as the described one. The relationship of multimedia
client and server arises by virtue of computer programs or any
Software running on the respective computers or any hard
ware and having a client-server relationship to each other.
0209. The above examples and description have of course
been provided only for the purpose of illustration, and are not
intended to limit the invention in any way. As will be appre
ciated by the skilled person, the invention can be carried out
in a great variety of ways, employing more than one technique
from those described above, all without exceeding the scope
of the invention.

1. A method for automatically monitoring multimedia con
tent displayed over a data network, comprising the steps:
a) user initiated uploading via said data network, by means
of a user interface or a software interface of a processor
enabled device, of content related information accord

ing to a predetermined agreement and to a list of sites or
of sections per site, to which the content should or
should not be provided according to said agreement;
b) distributing, by means of at least one crawler manager
server to a plurality of web crawlers including at least
one mapping crawler and at least one visual crawler,
crawling tasks with respect to specified web pages that
need to be crawled;

c) activating, by means of said at least one crawler manager
server, said plurality of web crawlers so that they will
visit said specified web pages and perform said crawling
tasks, according to a predetermined site visiting plan,
and will extract visual content related delivery data,
contextual delivery data, or metadata related delivery
data therefrom; and

d) storing said extracted delivery data and data associated
with said plurality of web crawlers in a plurality of
databases,
wherein said at least one visual crawler is used to render

a web-page graphically and to generate a hierarchical
representation of said page based on a HTML text of
said page.
2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising acti
Vating a tracking process for tracking web pages containing

4. A method according to claim 2, wherein the tracking
process uses the delivery data for detecting the tag ID of the
displayed content.
5. A method according to claim 1, wherein the visiting plan
includes how many times per day should each page be visited
and the start and end date of a campaign.
6. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the
steps of:
a) comparing, by means of at least one incident generator
server, the predetermined agreement with the extracted
delivery data; and
b) generating an incident whenever one of predetermined
agreements and its corresponding delivery data do not
match.

7. A method according to claim 1, wherein agreement
information is modified at any time point.
8. A method according to claim 1, wherein the at least one
mapping crawler is used to identify content server key values
and content categories associated with each page, for creating
a site map related to content networks, content servers, or a
network of sites.

9. A method according to claim 8, wherein the site map
includes a number of times each page is linked and param
eters representing the weight of the page.
10. A method according to claim 1, wherein the at least one
visual crawler is also used to identify interstitials.
11. A method according to claim 1, wherein the at least one
visual crawler performs:
Session Crawling:
Cookie Crawling:
Contextual Crawling; or
Classification Crawling.
12. A method according to claim 1, wherein the at least one
crawler manager server is used to:
a) intermediate and arbitrate between one or more of the
plurality of databases and running crawlers; and
b) retrieve sites or pages that needed to be crawled from
said one or more of the plurality of databases and allo
cate them to different crawlers.

13. A method according to claim 1, wherein the crawler is
an autonomous crawler or a plug-in crawler.
14. A method according to claim 1, wherein content is
recognized according to:
HTML tags
Flash tags
JavaScript; or
IFrames is which other content is embedded.

15. A method according to claim 6, wherein the incident
that is generated is selected from the group consisting of a
Competitive Collision incident, a Frequency incident, a Miss
ing Targeting incident, a Placement not found incident, a
Sponsorship not enforced incident, a Wrong content incident,
a Daytime incident, an Out of channel incident, a Wrong date
incident, an Out of inclusion site incident, and an Excluded
site incident.

16. A method according to claim 6, wherein the incident
that is generated is a fold incident, a clutter incident, a fraud
incident, a content hijacking incident, or an inappropriate

the content related information.

content incident.

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein the tracking
process uses the delivery data for analysis and extraction of

17. A method according to claim 2, further comprising
delivering a actual URL or site name by the tracking process
and then extracting said URL or site name to produce an
origin URL.

the URL of the visited site, in which the content has been

displayed.
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18. A data processing system for automatically monitoring
multimedia content displayed over a data network said data
processing System comprising:
a) at least one content server for storing, delivering and
uploading content according to a predetermined agree
ment via said data network;

b) a plurality of web crawlers including at least one map
ping crawler and at least one visual crawler, for extract
ing visual content related information from specified
web pages according to a predetermined site visiting
plan;
c) at least one mediator server for distributing, to said
plurality of web crawlers, crawling tasks with respect to
web pages that need to be crawled and for determining a
status of each of said plurality of web crawlers; and
d) a plurality of databases in which is stored said extracted
visual content related information and data associated

with said plurality of web crawlers,
wherein said at least one visual crawler is used to render

a web-page graphically and to generate a hierarchical
representation of said page based on a HTML text of
said page.
19. A method for automatically monitoring multimedia
content displayed over a data network, comprising the steps:
a) user initiated uploading via said data network, by means
of a user interface or a software interface of a processor
enabled device, of content related information accord

ing to a predetermined agreement and to a list of sites or
of sections per site, to which the content should or
should not be provided according to said agreement;
b) distributing, by means of at least one crawler manager
server to a plurality of web crawlers including at least
one mapping crawler and at least one visual crawler,
crawling tasks with respect to specified web pages that
need to be crawled;

c) activating, by means of said at least one crawler manager
server, said plurality of web crawlers so that they will
visit said specified web pages and perform said crawling
tasks, according to a predetermined site visiting plan,

and will extract visual content related delivery data,
contextual delivery data, or metadata related delivery
data therefrom; and

d) storing said extracted delivery data and data associated
with said plurality of web crawlers in a plurality of
databases,
wherein said at least one visual crawler is used to render

a web-page graphically and to generate a hierarchical
representation of said page based on a HTML text of
said page.
wherein said at least one visual crawler is used to render

a web-page graphically, to identify media types that
are displayed on said page, and to check if a HTML
tag or a JavaScript tag of said page has certain signa
tures that define the media as being representative of
said content related information.
20. A data processing system for automatically monitoring
multimedia content displayed over a data network said data
processing System comprising:
a) at least one content server for storing, delivering and
uploading content according to a predetermined agree
ment via said data network;

b) a plurality of web crawlers including at least one map
ping crawler and at least one visual crawler, for extract
ing visual content related information from specified
web pages according to a predetermined site visiting
plan;
c) at least one mediator server for distributing, to said
plurality of web crawlers, crawling tasks with respect to
web pages that need to be crawled and for determining a
status of each of said plurality of web crawlers; and
d) a plurality of databases in which is stored said extracted
visual content related information and data associated

with said plurality of web crawlers,
wherein said at least one visual crawler is used to render

a web-page graphically, to identify media types that
are displayed on said page, and to check if a HTML
tag or a JavaScript tag of said page has certain signa
tures that define the media as being representative of
said content related information.
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